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“AMAZING! This lamp vastly improves my energy and concentration in the dead of winter. Who would have 
thought light is so powerful?” Orla 
 

 The Lumie bright lights that have been piloted at Cambridge University Library since the  
start of the 2015/16 academic year have been so well received they are now set to stay. The project was 
trialled initially as part of the programme for the 2016 e-Luminate Cambridge Festival  which both Lumie and 
Cambridge University Library supported.  
 
Visitors using Lumie Desklamp, a bright light that uses low energy LEDs, were invited to provide feedback on 
their experience. 85% of respondents gave overall positive feedback ranging from “I would get one now” to 
“AMAZING”. 77% thought Lumie Desklamp helped them to feel more alert and 73% that it boosted their 
concentration. Users were also asked to describe their levels of productivity and alertness on the day they  
used Desklamp and 81% rated these as good or very good. As a result of this positive feedback, Lumie is  
now donating the lights permanently to Cambridge University Library.  
 
Over 40 Lumie Desklamps, which use low energy LEDs, are in place on study tables mainly 
on the north and therefore darker side of the Library to help students and researchers stay 
focused and alert while they study. In addition, Lumie Brightspark, another bright light from the 
Lumie product range, is positioned in the Staff Tea Room to give employees a welcome boost 
as they relax in their break times.  
 
Lumie has been designing and developing its light therapy products for nearly 25 years and 
was the first to invent a wake-up light in the early 90s. Now the Lumie Bodyclock range of 
wake-up lights is very popular with those needing help to improve their sleep and/or getting up 
in the morning, especially in the dark winter months. Lumie’s bright light boxes have long since 
been an established treatment for Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) and winter blues sufferers 
but now more and more people are using them for general well-being and for beating energy 
slumps throughout the day, especially if they work in a poorly lit environment. 
 
“Cambridge University Library is delighted the Lumie bright lights are to continue to help our 
visitors be more alert and better able to concentrate. This innovative project is a brilliant 
example of the creative power of light in our lives which is what the e-Luminate Cambridge 
Festival is all about.” 
  
Marjolein Allen, Head of Reader Services, Cambridge University LibraryMarjolein Allen, Head of Reader Services, Cambridge University LibraryMarjolein Allen, Head of Reader Services, Cambridge University LibraryMarjolein Allen, Head of Reader Services, Cambridge University Library    
 
“This project illustrates the power of bright light to boost levels of alertness and concentration, 
particularly in the darker winter months and less well-lit work spaces. Now Lumie Desklamp is 
a permanent fixture at Cambridge University Library, we hope many more students will be able 
to realise the benefits of light therapy for themselves. e-Luminate Cambridge is playing a 



   
valuable role in encouraging this kind of innovative collaboration between old and new in our 
city; we look forward to seeing where it takes us in 2017.” 
  
Jonathan Cridland, CEO, Lumie Jonathan Cridland, CEO, Lumie Jonathan Cridland, CEO, Lumie Jonathan Cridland, CEO, Lumie     
 
“Light can be used at any time of day to acutely boost our mood, alertness and performance.  
This could include going outside to receive natural light or using a light box at your desk or in 
your home. Simply using a bright light box device 15-30 min will have a positive effect.” 
 
Dr Victoria Revell, Circadian Rhythm Expert, Surrey University. Dr Victoria Revell, Circadian Rhythm Expert, Surrey University. Dr Victoria Revell, Circadian Rhythm Expert, Surrey University. Dr Victoria Revell, Circadian Rhythm Expert, Surrey University.     
    
 
User quotes:User quotes:User quotes:User quotes:    
“Extra light always helps! This is a really nice lamp – like daylight.”  Fern Horsfield-Schonhut, 
Modern Languages Undergraduate 
 
“Daylight quality of light really helped with alertness on a winter evening. Brightness good for 
concentration – so much better than the old lamps.” Dr Alyson Tapp, Lecturer in Russian 
Literature 
 
“The bright light helps me to concentrate and focus on my reading without getting tired.” 
Alice Mottram, English Undergraduate  
 
Hi res images of Lumie Desklamp available on request 
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Cambridge Live TrustCambridge Live TrustCambridge Live TrustCambridge Live Trust     
Cambridge Live is a charity set up to run the Cambridge Corn Exchange and Cambridge Folk 
Festival as well as deliver a City Events programme which is funded by Cambridge City 
Council. On 12th September 2016 the Trust announced it has taken over the running of the 
spectacular e-Luminate Cambridge Festival.  
    

Cambridge University LibraryCambridge University LibraryCambridge University LibraryCambridge University Library        

 1. For 600 years, the University Library has been central to the support of teaching and 
research at Cambridge. More than eight million books and periodicals, one million maps and 
many thousands of manuscripts occupy more than 125 miles of shelving, which extends by a 
further two miles every year. The Library collections vary hugely in age and content. Chinese 
oracle bones from the second millennium BC can be found alongside the latest online 
scientific journals; illuminated decorations in medieval manuscripts can be studied as originals 
and as digitised images delivered over the Internet. 

 2. Highlights of the University Library’s special collections include the papers of Isaac Newton, 
an archive of Charles Darwin’s correspondence, archives of the Royal Greenwich Observatory, 
the library of the Royal Commonwealth Society and the 5th century Codex Bezae. The latter is 
one of the most important New Testament manuscripts, containing many unique forms of the 
text, including a saying attributed to Jesus found in no other sources.   



   
3. As a legal deposit library since 1710, the Library is entitled to acquire a copy of each book 
and journal published in the UK and Ireland, which results in a rich and diverse collection 
providing future scholars with the raw materials for research in many fields.’ 

 

    
LLLLumieumieumieumie    
Since 1991 Lumie has been researching and designing bright lights to treat seasonal affective 
disorder (SAD) and other conditions. Our first Bodyclock dawn simulator – an alarm that wakes 
you up with increasing levels of light – was the world’s first wake-up light and brought light 
therapy into the mainstream. We also designed and developed Lumie Clear, a unique hand 
held device that uses combined blue and red light therapy to treat acne.  
 
Over the years Lumie has worked closely with the scientific community. All of our products – 
the broadest range in Europe – are based on published research and designed by us from our 
base in Cambridge. Lumie is in the EuRhythDia consortium investigating circadian rhythms and 
type 2 diabetes, and is working with Cambridge University and Liverpool John Moores 
University sports science department. We continue to research new applications for light 
therapy.  
 
Lumie products are medical devices, certified to the Medical Devices Directive (93/42EEC)and 
supplied to the NHS on an occasional basis. Distance and brightness levels (lux) are 
independently verified and Lumie is registered with the government's Medicines and 
Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency.  
 
The benefits of light therapy reach far beyond SAD. Our lights help you to sleep well and get 
up in the morning, beat the afternoon slump, conquer jetlag and look after your skin. They also 
optimise sports performance and we are proud to provide lights to some of Great Britain’s elite 
athletes as well as acting as official suppliers to British Swimming.  
 
Two of our wake-up lights, Active and Elite, provide white noise as an option. If you are trying 
to sleep in a noisy environment or during the day, white noise helps to muffle other sounds, 
like traffic or people talking.  
 
In the UK our products are available through www.lumie.com as well as major retailers like 
John Lewis, Boots, amazon, Selfridges, Neal’s Yard and wiggle.co.uk and we have an 
expanding network of distributors across Europe and in North America. For consumers buying 
through www.lumie.com we provide a 45 day trial period on all products and a dedicated 
customer careline. 
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Ruth Jackson 
PR Manager, Lumie 
 
pr@lumie.com 
Tel: 01954 786115 
Mob: 07914 812261 
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